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Celaena has survived deadly contests and shattering heartbreak - but at an unspeakable cost. Now,

she must travel to a new land to confront her darkest truth - a truth about her heritage that could

change her life - and her future - forever. Meanwhile, brutal and monstrous forces are gathering on

the horizon, intent on enslaving her world. Will Celaena find the strength to not only fight her inner

demons, but to take on the evil that is about to be unleashed? The best-selling series that has

captured listeners all over the world reaches new heights in this sequel to the New York Times

best-selling Crown of Midnight. Packed with heart-pounding action, fierce new characters, and

swoon-worthy romance, this third book will enthrall listeners from start to finish.
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h my god!!! This book was breathtaking . . . a whirlwind of adventure! I'm not one to cry during a

movie or book, but this one gripped me so tightly, I feared I might. By the end, I was holding my

breath and having to remind myself relax the muscles in my shoulders and just breathe. The

worldbuilding, the characters, everything was done so masterfully, so perfectly, it gives me chills just

thinking about it.And the ending--unbelievable! Did NOT see that coming!! I've already started the

next book. This series has gripped so strongly that I do not want to let go.Sarah, you masterful devil,

you've done it again! The first book became an instant favorite and each book has surpassed the

last! This is by far the best series I've ever read.This book is a must read for anyone who likes

fantasy, action, and a kickass heroine!! Like a drop everything now kind of series and push to the

top of your TBR list cuz damn what a ride!! It'll leave you breathless and begging for more!!!And



rumor has it a TV series?? I think my heart just stopped!

The writing is awesome (among the best I've seen) and the storytelling is wonderful. I love the

complex characters and the twists and challenges they fight through. The evolution of the

characters is brilliant. I savored every sentence of the 593 pages.Rated PG. The story is about an

assassin and people are killed. Blood and gore is kept to a minimum though. There is

inconsequential swearing/cursing. Does saying "No sex" need a spoiler alert?Series Note: 

describes this as Book 3 of 5 (in a 5 Book series). It's not. There are six books planned and word is

that the final installment isn't coming out until May 2018. I wish I had noticed this before I started the

series because the story is so long, so complex with so many things going on I will not remember

most of it by the time the sixth book comes out. ARRRGGGHHHHHHHHHHH***Spoiler Alert*** And

if that wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t frustrating enough, Book 5 ends in an infuriating cliffhanger .So, I

recommend waiting for the final installment coming out before you dig in to the series. Note that

there is a prequel of novellas and a tangent story. That makes a total of seven books. The Book you

need to wait for is the eighth book, even though the publisher is calling it Throne of Glass Book #6.

EPIC! This is Sarah J. Maas's best book yet! It's also tied for my number one all time favorite reads

of 2014. Oh the feels I have for this book.This book deserves 10 stars! Sarah's writing is highly

addicting, and incredibly enticing. Everything I had hoped would happen in this book, and then

some, happened. I have loved this series since Throne of Glass. Each book has gotten better and

better, but this book takes the cake. Everything I've loved about this series is present in this book.

The characters, the world building, the action, romance, plot twists, and the way each of the

relationships is developed are all masterfully done.Magic, Fae, Shifters, and more.Heir of Fire

introducers readers to a whole new kingdom, with some unforgettable characters. Magic, Fae and

more make up this kingdom. Celaena will stop at nothing in her quest for answers and to reclaim a

crown that is rightfully hers. Nothing about her quest will be easy. If you thought she had already

been through hell and back up to this point, you've not seen anything yet. Celaena has no idea what

she's in store for until it's too late. Celaena's journey in learning and claiming her true destiny is one

that breaks her, literally. It's during this time that I swear I about emotionally broke for her. It's been

awhile since I got teary eyed over a character, but I did with Celaena, thanks to Rowan. Everything

that Celaena has been through and dwelt with up to this point in the series does not compare to

what Celaena has to learn to over come, accept, and lose in this book. One of those is learning to

use and control the magic she's worked so hard to hide. Through all this, she comes out stronger



and more determined than ever. I loved how much she grew as a character and how bad a she

was.I claim Rowan as mine!I have a new favorite character in this series, and it's Rowan. I loved

how Rowan's character was introduced into this series, and the way his character developed. All the

emotions that Celaena felt towards him I felt. Rowan is a fierce Warrior and tied to Celaena is a

surprising way. I'm leaving this review spoiler free, so you'll have to read it to find out why they're

tied together. There's so much more to Rowan than his being a brute during his training Celaena. I

loved the way Maas wrote and developed Rowan and Celaena's relationship. It was down right

maddening, beautiful, heartbreaking, and so well done. They offer each other what no one else has

given each other before. Individually they've been through their own personal hell, but together they

give each other strength and hope. I liked that it takes awhile for their relationship to build up to that.

Their friendship is one of my all time favorites in all of the YA books I've read. As I mentioned, I'm

keeping this review spoiler free, which is a little hard when it comes to these two, because there is

so much I have to say about them. Oh the feels. These two emotionally broke me, and in a good

way.The world building is as awesome as ever.Heir of Fire's world building is down right awesome. I

loved how Maas expanded the world in this series. She's created such an amazing, vast world that

she gave readers a glimpse of in her previous two books. In doing, she has also introduced

characters to come well known characters in the Fae world. I loved how they are all introduced. I'll

just say things are about to get crazy in this series. Readers begin to see how the kingdoms are tied

together, and the games the various rulers are playing to control them. Within this world of power is

deceit, deception, secretary, dark magic, magic and at the heart of it is a courageous heroine who's

on a mission to re-claim her crown. She will stop at nothing to keep her promise and claim what is

rightfully hers.I seriously need the next three books in this series now. I need to know what happens

with all my favorite characters. The plot twists were as brilliant as ever, making it extremely hard to

predict what was going to happen next. That ending! I thought I had things figured out, but I now

have no idea what's going to happen next, and part of me fears what that means for a couple of the

characters. If you've not picked up this series, I HIGHLY recommend it!! It's one of my all time

favorites!
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